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Tamek is a mountainous Buddhist village with beautiful steep-like 
 landscape and clear water streams beneath a canopy of tall trees” 



 “Koh Nangkham is a island situated in Phattalung  province and close to 
the middle part of Songkhla Lake which is Thailand’s biggest lake” 

Koh Nangkham : Phatthalung province 



 

2016 Highlight 



 (Impact on volunteers) 

 Story: We had our first International Family camp last August. The 
parents of the French family let the kids totally free to mix with the 
local kids. The feeling not to have to worry for them because you are 
in a safe community environment was wonderful for them. 
Exchanges about education were really interesting and building the 
clay house was so meaningful: We can build a house by our hands.. 

 



 In the community of Withee Tai, members try to free themselves 
from any kind of slavery from the mind to the body and the entire 
society. “The important domains we try to be free from are 
education, economy, society and health. It should be starting by 
ourselves, then the family, the community (natural or chosen), the 
country, the world. We want to change the world by acting locally, 
not only dream. Everyone is responsible.”  



 They are planting and collecting their food as much as possible, 
cooking with wood fire, build a clay house for volunteers, use 
alternative way for health, walking, yoga, and started a green market 
at the next small town. The community learning centre has now       
9 children registered (who don’t need to go to regular school). 
Impact is to make participants responsible for themselves and 
others.  

 



 (Impact on communities) 

 Story: At the end of a workcamp, we organize the 3rd anniversary of 
TaYang learning home, one of our MLTV project. The host Bang 
Leem opened his house to volunteers and locals to bring back life in 
the village through education matters. The festival brought about 
1000 people from the village together, for the first time since a long 
time. Since then, villagers have more trust in Bang Leem and kids 
come even more to meet the volunteers. 

 




